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Introduction
The beautiful Chloe Jones is a Club Jenna performer and a personal friend of legendary pornstar Jenna
Jameson. Chloe has appeared in Playboy, Penthouse, Club and many other top adult magazines - so you
know by her impressive credentials that this blonde bombshell isn�t just any old porn star.
Blonde-haired, blue-eyed, a Gemini born in Texas and you know how everything�s big in The Lone
Star State, well if you had any doubts, wait 'til you see Chloe's tits! 

Adult Review
The Chloe Jones website is updated several times a week so there�s no lack of fresh porn morsels to watch. When you click
on her Galleries there are a few repeated sets and The Tongue also licked a few sets that were grainy and hard to see clearly,
but the rest of the 5000 plus photos were vivid 600 x 900 sized pictures of Chloe getting her clitoris munched on by both men
and women as well as some masturbation, anal and the use of sex toys too.<br />  <br />  The 40+ adult videos of Chloe were
not the high quality we�re used to with other Club Jenna girls, so it would be nice to see if they upgrade the quality in the
future. They recommend using Windows Media Player 10 for the best viewing option but there are still some blurry clips
among her collection. <br />  <br />  Now her friends galleries are humongous with over 239 sets you�re talkin� at least
10,000 fantastic 900x600 high-resolution pictures of blowjobs, anal, lesbians, threesomes, groupsex, sextoys, jerking,
stockings, role-playing and many other talents on display for your eyes only. <br />  <br />  You�ll also get 12 friends videos
to watch, however one never did pull up and another one was lacking in quality. Those kinds of glitches from one set or
another interrupt the action and really the site would be much improved if they made the small fixes needed to prevent that
sort of stuff. <br />  <br />  There are 19 very nice wallpapers for you to use as you personal desktop art use which are yours
free of charge plus you can always go to Club Jenna Live where you may choose any of several hot naked ladies to chat with
as well.<br />  <br />  They saved the best for last. Click on the 14 Vivid Feeds bonus sites. Now this is where your money is
well spent, because these sites are included with your membership and they provide you with hundreds of great movies along
with thousands of Hi-Res photos. It just would have been nice if the Chloe Jones content was that nice.

Porn Summary
Unless you are a Chloe Jones fan and simply can�t live without seeing her site, join one of the other members of the Club
Jenna empire and see her pictures and movies by opening her site through a backdoor provided as the bonus site of another
model. She�s a beautiful woman, but her website needs some tweaking to bring it up to par. You can see the other Included
Sites on the right side of this review.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A fantastic pornstar with a mediocre site'
Quality: 79  Updates: 88 Exclusive: 87 Interface: 84
Support: 85 Unique: 87    Taste: 81        Final: 83

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Blondes, Breasts, Exclusive, Glamour, Lingerie, PornStars, SexToys, Softcore, Solo

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.86 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment
Video & Picture: Twice

Weekly
Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used

Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 5,000 Videos: 47
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